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It is a widely held view among experts in economic development that the best launching pad a country can have if it is to achieve fast and equitable growth is an egalitarian agrarian system composed of small family farms. Taiwan, with its early post-war land reform, is often held up as the paragon. However, between the knowledge (of the experts) and the action (of the politicians and other influential people) there has usually been an enormous gap. A key element of the argument that such a land distribution can be both equitable (in both the short and the long run)\(^1\) and growth-promoting has long been the inverse relationship (IR) between size of farm and land productivity. Several decades ago this arguably became one of the ‘stylized facts of development’, accepted by nearly everyone who had looked at the issue, questioned only by a few and usually on weak grounds. But of the various such ‘stylized facts’, this one has probably entered with least force into the policy process. Behind the gap between knowledge and implementation lies a long and frustrating story. On the knowledge front, Michael Lipton’s Land Reform in Developing Countries: Property Rights and Property Wrongs is the latest and by far the most complete review of where we are and where we should be going.

This is, to put it conservatively, an important book. It is the first comprehensive and up to date review of land reform issues in the developing countries in many years. In my opinion, it is one of the most important books ever written about agriculture in the developing countries. This conclusion is based in part on the book’s impressive breadth of coverage and depth of

\(^1\) Agriculture-based equality endures through the various mechanisms that create a powerful inertia in the degree of inequality in any society, an inertia well recorded over recent decades in the developing world, in fact one that leads many to despair as to whether and when inequality in countries where it starts high (like Brazil and South Africa) can ever come close to those where it started low (Taiwan, Vietnam, in lesser degree Costa Rica). At this point in time, the only market-based developing countries whose Gini coefficients (for personal or family income distribution) are or have likely been below 0.35 are those that had early equalizing land reforms.
analysis, in part on its timeliness, in part on the centrality of land reform issues to poverty and inequality reduction (and more generally to societal health in many countries), and in part on the urgent current need for very strong ammunition in the battle with the opponents of such reform. It is widely believed in many policy circles that land reform, if it ever was an important aspect of policy in developing countries, is so no longer. It is not happening and there is no need for it to happen. In this view, the advantages of size and the related economies of scale have now superseded such merits as smaller farmers might once have had in the industrial and developing worlds. One need only take a glance at recent articles like the laudatory review in the *Economist* (26 August 2010) of what has been achieved by large-scale agriculture in Brazil’s Cerrado region and its statement that ‘like almost every large farming country, Brazil is divided between productive giant operations and inefficient hobby farms’ to get reinforcement in such beliefs.\(^2\) We have for many years now needed a powerful corrective to such often seriously biased and sometimes erroneous views. This book provides it. It is essential reading for anyone involved at any stage of a land reform, and for anyone weighing the pros and cons of such reform with an open mind (and a mind that can understand some microeconomics).

The volume begins (Chapters 1 and 2) with extensive looks at the goals of land reform and the more general economic considerations surrounding it, including the IR and the interface between size structure and the Green Revolution and other aspects of the dynamics of agriculture. These background discussions set the stage for the review of land reforms, tenure systems, and how these are interrelated (Chapters 3 and 4). Chapter 5 (‘The terrible detour: collectivisation, decollectivisation’) details the unhappy/tragic perversion of land tenure change undertaken in the Soviet Union and elsewhere in the Communist world. Next comes a look at ‘new wave land reform’ (Chapter 6) and a powerful parting shot at those who doubt the continuing importance of such reform (Chapter 7, ‘The alleged death of land reform’).

Both the agricultural economy and the traditional small farm in low-income countries can be complicated organisms, and any adequate analysis of land reform must be built around a solid understanding of them. Professor Lipton has already made major contributions to the study of agriculture in the developing countries with his analysis of peasant rationality and the nature and causes of peasant risk aversion (Lipton, 1968), of the pervasive biases of public policy in favour of urban areas and against rural ones (Lipton, 1977), and of the great role of new and better seeds in raising farming populations

\(^2\). Discussions like this one seldom define ‘efficiency’ and when they do it is usually the wrong definition. They highlight the high share of output coming from large farms or the high labour productivity, but do not worry about the general equilibrium impacts of such agriculture, e.g. where the workers who might otherwise have worked this highly mechanized land will get alternative jobs. It is perhaps not surprising that non-academic writing often argues that bigger is better, but there is no doubt that such writing is influential in forming the views of non-economists and even some economists.
and others out of poverty (Lipton, 1989). These contributions involved three of the most important development issues of the last half-century. Land reform (LR) is a fourth such area, and in recent years the one most in need of such attention. The scholarly tour de force we have here could not be done by committee, but only by one person dedicating years of effort to the task, as Professor Lipton has done.

Any term with as long a history as land reform can be expected to have a variety of categories and meanings. Classic Land Reform (CLR) in Lipton’s terms (p. 127) involves the transfer of land from those with initial holdings above a maximum ceiling to those initially having something below a specific floor, and with varying possible degrees and forms of compensation to the former holders.3 Most of the historic debates have revolved around the economic, social and political effects of this type of reform. It has most often been espoused as corrective for social injustices and (usually related) economic inequities. In many situations, there is no doubting the merits of these goals; they alone are often adequate grounds for major land reforms.4 More contentious, always, have been the economic effects; will such reforms lower agricultural output, will they slow its growth over time, will they be environmentally damaging?

The IR has been a key economic argument of reform proponents, since at least as far back as John Stuart Mill and his analysis of the effects of Irish land tenure. The debate revived in the twentieth century with evidence from the Indian Farm Management Surveys of the 1950s and from the Inter-American Committee for Agricultural Development on several Latin American countries, which ‘inspired two generations of productivity conscious reformers’ (p. 66) including liberal economists and some Marxists. By the 1966 FAO World Conference on Land Reform, a consensus had formed that this was important. A World Bank 1975 policy paper (World Bank, 1975) advocated for ceilings-based, productivity-conscious and non-confiscatory LR, citing evidence for IR.

If such an inverse relationship exists, and if it is substantially a causal one (not due to other factors that determine both farm size and land productivity, such as land quality or water availability), then classic land reform would seem to be, in modern parlance, a ‘no-brainer’ since there would be no trade-off between social justice and economic performance. The putative benefits from land reform lie partly in its direct effects (raising incomes of poor people who get access to more land) and partly in such indirect (general equilibrium) impacts as the rise in overall rural and urban wage...

3. Tenancy regulations and titling of formerly public lands are other elements of the LR package.
4. Social justice arguments are sometimes based simply on the fact that land concentration in a few hands pushes many people into poverty. Sometimes they also involve past theft of the land out of which the large farms have been built; Colombia is currently an extreme example of that form of injustice.
rates which may be expected to follow from a widespread increase in the marginal productivity of many low-income people and in the increased total demand for labour (including own labour) when a reform occurs and shifts technologies in a labour intensive direction.

Lipton carefully reviews the evidence bearing not only on the existence and causality (from farm size to land productivity) of the IR, but also on whether this relationship typically weakens with time, with development, with the advent of new varieties (such as those that defined the Green Revolution), with globalization, or with anything else that has transpired over the last century or so. He concludes not only that the strength of the arguments for LR are very much today as they ever were, even though the details have changed, but also that much more reform has been taking place than is commonly believed, and that much more again should still take place. At the same time, and as might be expected, the forces working against desirable reform have remained very strong, though again the details involved have changed somewhat. The volume under review is a major exercise in the pricking of intellectual bubbles, the debunking of myths, and the correcting of often innocent misperceptions of the events of the last half century. The reader is left with an understanding that the LR saga is far from over, that the battle remains very much worth the effort, and that in this volume one has the evidence marshalled in a very useable and powerful form.

In setting the record straight on recent trends, Lipton notes (frontispiece) that ‘small farms share of land is rising in most of Africa and Asia’ and that ‘this is driven not (as widely claimed) by growth in rural population or farm productivity, but by the relative efficiency of small farms, and in some cases by land reform’. ‘Classic land reform... has spread much further, and with more success, than is widely believed’ (p. 7) and continues to be central to the lives of billions of poor people. Land reform by detour (first collectivization, then break-up into small farms) now affects over a billion people dependent on agriculture. Perhaps another half billion got land through major redistribution of private rights. Lipton argues that the large decline in world poverty over 1950–2005 from half to a quarter (p. 1) was due less to the Green Revolution (though this was very important) than to LR. As for the future, wherever agriculture continues to be central to the lives of the poor, as it does in many countries, the role of reform will not diminish for the next half century at least (p. 10). In the process of making its case, the book attacks several of the shibboleths around the nature of small-scale agriculture, among them the ‘tragedy of the commons’, the proposition that land held in common is inevitably overused to the point of degradation; the simple logic and pro-private property implications of this idea seem to have maintained its popularity even as a combination of less simple but much more compelling logic, plus the weight of empirical evidence, should have consigned it to the intellectual dustbin.
The arguments championed by Lipton face a sceptical audience not only among many supporters of social justice (see below) but also among many economists not close enough to the issues and data involved and/or not sufficiently schooled in microeconomic theory. Many equate economic efficiency with labour productivity. Others equate private profitability with economic or social efficiency. Both of these equations are incorrect. (Among economists who participate in the debates on LR, it should perhaps be required that they pass a refresher course on these theoretical issues before opining on LR issues. That test would greatly reduce the differences of opinion.) Lipton frequently draws the distinction between private efficiency (private return to capital and other resources used) by which criterion larger farms are often or usually efficient, and social efficiency, which takes account of the fact that smaller farms often utilize excess resources, especially labour, implying that when input costs are (correctly) measured at their social opportunity costs, the smaller farms often have the efficiency advantage.5

The technical (economic) part of the book lays out these criteria, then proceeds to review at great depth the available evidence on the IR, its economic meaning and explanation, and how it may have changed over time, in the historical context of rising population pressures, rising environmental threats, globalization and the end of the Cold War. The very complete coverage of the empirical literature involves no ‘cherry picking’ of evidence to favour Lipton’s conclusions, nor any attempt to sweep contradictory evidence under the rug. Conclusions are conservatively and prudently drawn, with nearly all of the potential arguments against the payoff to land reform taken into account, given their due and (usually) concluded to not alter greatly the arguments for reform, even though Lipton accepts that as development proceeds the merits of size do tend to grow. He is careful to distinguish between statistical association and causation, and dissects as much as possible both the proximate factors explaining the higher land productivity of smaller farms and the underlying factors that explain how small size causes higher land productivity. The four proximate factors (p. 72) are: (i) smaller farms leave less of their land unused; (ii) they have higher crop per year ratios on a given piece of soil; (iii) they have a higher-value cropping pattern; and (iv) they sometimes have higher yields for a given crop. Much of the early

5. One might add a third and broader concept of efficiency, which allows also for who gets the incomes from a given economic unit’s productive activities. This criterion of efficiency was put forward by Chenery et al. (1973) to reflect the fact that a given amount of income is in fact worth more to lower-income people and that this fact should be taken into account as overall social efficiency comparisons are made between types of production units, patterns of growth, etc. In those terms, smaller farmers have an even larger advantage over large ones, often leaving them unquestionably more efficient from a broad social perspective than their larger counterparts when measured against this appropriate criterion.
debate revolved around the last factor but it is now recognized to be of minor importance.\(^6\)

Underlying causal factors are discussed in terms of differences by farm size in the production cost per unit of output (UPC) and the transaction cost per unit of output (UTC). If all markets were perfect and all transactions costless then all farm sizes would be expected to operate in the same way. But imperfections and transaction costs abound. In Lipton’s judgement (p. 73) the main explanation for the IR, and it is a causal one, is the differences in UTC that favour the small farms in developing countries but eventually (by the time a country is substantially industrialized) favour the larger ones. A main example is that the small farm, especially the food deficit unit (many small farms do other things than own farming and produce less food than the family consumes) has less (at the limit zero) costs of selling their products and less (at the limit zero) labour costs (when labour is in surplus supply). Lipton is at pains to explain that IR arises even when, as is usually the case, most big (and small) farmers achieve decent levels of private efficiency, with reasonably similar total factor productivities; but because their transaction costs differ their social efficiency also differs. He presents much detail on how the transaction costs of smaller farmers can be lowered by innovation, customary practices etc., and why the often denigrated ‘subsistence farming’ can be very resource efficient.

Although reformers never cite income stability as a prominent goal of LR legislation, it is very important, since small farmers in low-income countries usually suffer both from low income and from unstable income. Analysis of any major policy initiative like land reform must take account of both, as Lipton systematically does. LR normally lowers income insecurity, both because it raises average income of beneficiary families and because the (post-reform) small family farm has more ways to smooth family income than either the (pre-reform) very small farmer or the landless worker.\(^7\)

Why would anyone oppose a policy step that is good both for income distribution (social justice) and for economic productivity and growth? Among the economic aspects of development, the history of discussion and debate around land reform has suffered more than its share of misleading arguments. Historians of thought should study it for the lessons it provides on the biasing impacts of the combination of (i) facts that are counterintuitive to most people not close to the issue (the idea that small, ill-clothed and uneducated farmers can be more efficient than large, modern, well-dressed and well-educated ones, or the idea that economies of scale are relatively unimportant in developing country agriculture); (ii) the lack of a feel for

---

6. In my experience in Latin America there are many cases in which yield of a given crop rises with size, but this tendency is more than offset by the other factors, especially the higher value cropping pattern.

7. A factor contributing to Cuba’s revolution was the income instability suffered by landless workers in a sugar system where paid work was seasonal.
general equilibrium mechanisms; and (iii) the enormous combined political and intellectual clout of the large holders and their political allies. The idea of LR undoubtedly took a large hit from the neoliberal revolution in economics, since classic LR involves intervention and everything tarred with that brush became a mistake and a threat (deservedly, of course, for some types of intervention).

Intriguingly, this battle for LR involves not only confrontations with vested interests — the largeholders and their various allies — but also with many people genuinely concerned about poverty, who do not understand how a land reform that provides small amounts of land to many or all farm families may be the fastest, sometimes the only, way to alleviate poverty. One of the hurdles to a better understanding of the merits of CLR lies in the fact that the incomes of the LR beneficiaries with their perhaps tiny plots are, initially, so low. Should not proponents of LR, or of any policy to get people out of poverty, be aiming higher? Of course they would prefer a quicker way out of poverty, but usually no policy instrument, nor any combination of available instruments, will get everyone out of poverty quickly, and the most effective options do involve many people sustaining low incomes for a period of time. The intellectual challenge here is to understand that assuring the lucky winners plenty of land by definition condemns the rest to having too little land. The IR generally implies that total agricultural income will be highest when land is (about) equally distributed. This is turn implies that the total poverty gap (the amount by which, in the aggregate, families fall below any given poverty line) is minimized under such a land distribution. Careless thinking on this point has muddied the waters and fuelled much bad policy around LR.

One of the more credible of the steady stream of arguments — some serious and some risible — that have been mounted against land reform over the last half century or so is that an LR that does not include the majority of landless labourers as beneficiaries will impact negatively on that group by shrinking the paid employment complement of the large farm sector. Lipton (p. 53) contends that, for various reasons, this is in fact a smaller issue than it is often made out to be, because the completely landless are often a quite small share of the agricultural labour force, because often some do become LR beneficiaries, because the aggregate upward impact on labour use from an LR can create new jobs for them, and for other reasons. In cases where this negative effect on the landless is alleged, it is often due to leakages from the supposed beneficiaries to better-off capital intensive farmers, as in Namibia (p. 54). It is true, though, that part-time and sometimes migratory workers are more likely to be victims because they are simply missed in the reform process though lack of records, lack of organization, etc. (p. 55).

More exotic is the ‘Chicago critique’ to the effect that, if there were anything to be gained output-wise from an alteration of the size structure of farms the market, left to its devices, would have brought about that shift on its own. Anyone familiar with the extent of market imperfections in and around
agriculture in developing countries is unlikely to take this contention very seriously. Intellectual recourse to ‘perfect markets’ analysis is equivalent to keeping one’s head deliberately and fervently in the sand.

Quixotically, another group that sometimes diverts attention away from reforms that might work are the ‘deep greens’ with their desire that everything (inputs, sales, etc.) be as local as possible, including even seed improvement (p. 42). But the low-input farming that is likely to result typically means faster resource depletion, as rising population forces the use of more marginal lands, less fallow time, etc. Unconstrained small farms tend to use more fertilizers per acre than do other farms, part of a pattern also involving more water. Africa’s slow agricultural growth, with minimal irrigation and fertilizer use has in fact led to massive soil and water depletion. Asian agriculture, with a few striking exceptions due to policy errors, has been largely sustainable.

A very different critique of CLR (e.g. Powelson and Stock, 1987) is that it is designed to and does squeeze the peasantry. While Lipton does not question that this supplies much motivation for some LRs (he notes that a major reason that China and the USSR opted for collective farming was in order to access the surplus) he concludes that attempts to mulct the peasants have usually failed or even proven counter-productive. Whatever the intent, in cases like Korea and Taiwan, there is no question that the small farmers achieved quick and large income benefits from LR.

Among the great lessons of collectivization and its less dramatic counterpart experiences in countries like Peru is the pervasive misreading of agrarian reality by those on the left as well as those on the right. Many of the same mistakes enter into the thinking of both — the prevalence of economies of scale and the lack of confidence in the managerial capacity of low-income peasants. It is a great historical irony that so many families have benefited from equalizing reforms that were the last chapter of a drama that began with collectivization. There is an interesting contrast of historical forces between decollectivization and CLR, and the former may well be systematically the easier of the two.

The latest fashion in LR is the market-based or market-friendly version under which the state assists (through financing and in other ways) a process such that the land transferred into smaller farms is obtained through voluntary sale by the former largeholder. Lipton provides a balanced castigation of those unwilling to think of this new form as land reform at all, and those who see it as innately superior. Since this type of reform is so recent, it is harder to judge its potential than that of CLR. But Lipton’s emphasis on possible complementarities between the two forms and the potential advantages of having one more instrument in the tool-kit is helpful. To the extent that this ‘wave’ poses a danger to the overall success of LR, it will probably be because, within the political process, it crowds out CLR, just as colonization has so frequently done in the past.
In this volume and elsewhere Lipton has emphasized the interrelationships among various aspects of LR, understood broadly as getting more land into the hands of small-scale owners. Clearly, tax policy has much potential, since in most countries differential collection favours land over other assets, and makes it that much more attractive to largeholders. A tax reform is helpful when it imposes heavier taxes on land than on many other assets, both to encourage transfer to smallholders and to discourage holding of this asset for speculative purposes (an efficient tax system discourages holdings of all naturally speculative assets in favour of assets that are both productive and in variable supply). Such a reform and CLR can thus be seen in part as substitutes. But their complementarities may be even more important. When land is less useful as a tax shelter, largeholders are less determined to hold onto it at all costs. And land taxes can help to finance the rural infrastructure that makes all farms more profitable. Lipton (1993) argued persuasively some years ago that the threat of expropriation might be needed to give market-based land reform enough traction to make it actually work.

Colonization to appease land hungry peasants is often a conscious alternative to contentious reforms, as in Brazil, Ecuador and Peru where mechanization responds to fear of militant workers (p. 47). Frequently the newcomer colonists wreak environmental damage to traditionally grazed lands. Sometimes the blame is put on commons grazing and weak fallow systems when it belongs elsewhere. Many commons-run lands would deplete under population pressure regardless of how they were managed.

It is true of many countries that with time and development, the potential economic and social contribution of a good land reform diminishes. But this is not grounds for concluding that we should be forgetting about it just yet. To do so is in part to make the same sort of mistake made by the ‘industry first’ proponents of half a century ago who, on the grounds that agriculture’s share of output and employment falls as development proceeds, concluded that the sector could safely be ignored and left to fend for itself. This was a costly mistake in a number of countries. The famous article by Johnston and Mellor (1961), among others, demolished that view but, like the idea that LR is passé, it has continued to pop up since then.

Lipton’s main point is that, under most conditions, the arguments that made small family farming the best way to go fifty years ago are still valid. Accordingly, LR and complementary policies that promote that form of agriculture are still highly relevant in much if not most of the developing world. LR is dramatically relevant in many countries and regions of the world. Further, although it is not a main focus of Lipton’s attention, the usually gradual process of land concentration that eventually leads to the need for drastic land reform (and imposes heavy social costs on the majority of countries that cannot undertake such reform) also continues to deserve much attention. A good reform is one that includes barriers to such re-concentration of land, normally in the form of a land ceiling. But what of the countries that have not had reforms and are undergoing that gradual
(or not-so-gradual) land concentration? They need preventive steps to maintain such equity and small-farm based efficiencies as they have, and to avoid the social and economic costs of concentration. Many authors (e.g. Carter and Zimmerman, 2000) have written cogently on the vulnerability of small farmers who lose their land to larger ones. Sometimes this happens under conditions of extreme injustice and conflict, as over the last several decades in Colombia, or injustice associated with weak or absent or conniving states, as in such countries as Paraguay, where aerial fumigation of large farms makes neighbouring small farms uninhabitable or dangerous to health, or under conditions of generalized violence (Sudan, Congo). In short, the key ideas that underpin the desirability of LRs also underpin preventive action against the ever-present threat of land concentration through the corrosive effects of unequal political power. These processes have always been pervasive, as apparent from the long histories of agrarian systems in the empires of China and India, for example (Tuma, 1965).

Understanding the arguments for land reform and what, broadly speaking, needs to happen to achieve it is usually the easier part of the reformer’s challenge. Many countries at many times have ‘needed’ such reform but it has either not been undertaken or has not proceeded as it should. Apart from its invaluable analysis of the economic evidence that pertains to land reform, this volume also discusses the surrounding politics in a way that will be helpful to the reformer looking to see how to work through the morass of opposition and confusion. Some of this discussion appears at the end of Chapter 1. Other points are made throughout the volume.

Some aspects of the politics of land reform are straightforward but others are tricky and nuanced. Who some of the main opponents will be is clear. But what palliatives will be put forward with what political persuasiveness, how overblown fears will generate opposition, and how good timing and sequencing of reforms can be crucial to their success, are all complicated matters. The danger that holders of extreme and simplistic (or simply erroneous) views will hijack a promising reform process is exemplified by the Russian and Chinese revolutionaries who won mass support for individual land redistribution, only later revealing that they were determined to collectivize (p. 25). Latent goals of the rich always deserve watching, as they are often able to distort the reform process in their own favour.

Chapter 7, ‘The death of land reform’, revisits most of the issues dealt with earlier in an analytic way (attempting to understand reality) but now with a view to how they are relevant to those undertaking LR. It provides a practical guide to the issues that need to be taken up, together with much information on the current agrarian reality in the various parts of the world that provide the context for those reform efforts.

***

Depth, conceptual breadth and vast coverage of the literature are all here. In this volume, Lipton goes into virtually every nook and cranny, including
those that could in principle overturn the basic conclusion he reaches about LR. Because it is so detailed and complete in laying out the empirical evidence, many people will not read it from cover to cover, though everyone who has followed the issue closely over the years certainly will. For those for whom some of the economics is a struggle or who are mainly interested in the bottom line on the various LR issues, the brief ten-page introduction is helpful, as is the last summing-up chapter. Some of the background discussion inevitably takes us into the realm of philosophy, e.g. that directed to the competing concepts of legitimate inheritance and non-owners’ access to equal opportunity (pp. 26–29).

Lipton is cautious on those points where the evidence is ambiguous. This gives much greater weight to those points on which he takes a strong position; the reader is in little doubt that he is right.8 The overall import of the volume is that, in many aspects of LR, the proponent does have some real thinking to do — not too many generalizations can be made that involve no possible exceptions, as exemplified by the complicated relationship between farm size and the environmental effects of farming.

It is intriguing that social policy, defined as the set of instruments useful in bringing people out of temporary or chronic poverty and reducing the risks of their falling into those states, has received much discussion over the last couple of decades without much attention to the policy that in many countries would have the greatest potential on both these counts — land reform, and particularly what Lipton refers to as ‘classic land reform’. The story of land reform is very much a story of the reduction of poverty and of the income instability of the poor and hence it fits nicely into today’s discussions around social safety nets, economic security and social policies, a justifiable and laudable concern of all governments who take the welfare of their citizens to heart, of all the major international agencies, and of many NGOs. Just as LR has so typically been neglected in debates on agriculture and rural development, from which neglect it is to be hoped that Professor Lipton’s volume will help to rescue it, so it has been relatively absent from many debates on social policy. Hopefully, this study will have an impact in that domain as well, since it offers a thorough look at LR in all its important aspects, including the effects on poverty and economic insecurity. A complementary study to Lipton’s would involve a careful comparison among all of the major instruments of poverty reduction and economic security, including LR. Thus far there is no such comprehensive and careful study in that domain. It should be one of the next items on our collective agenda.

8. Lipton’s discussion of the pros and cons of land reform in a context of feudal or semi-feudal conditions where the landlord is relatively benevolent raises the inevitable ambiguity of social dynamics; things can go either way depending on many aspects of a situation that are hard to predict and generalize about. He concludes (p. 37) with customary prudence, that ‘Land reform is often the best chance for social inclusion and freedom’.
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